Heyy!
My name is Kristen. I was born and raised in Kansas City! I am the mother of 8yr old
GGB triplets: Lyla, Lily, & Matthew. I also have a 1-year-old named Izabella. My
boyfriend Joe tries to keep me sane in our chaotic little world.
I am attending the University of Kansas (KU!) to become a teacher with emphasis on
special needs. Since having my children, I decided that’s what I want, to see the joy of
kids learning something for the first time.
When I’m not doing mommy duties or homework I am modeling. I started about 4 years
ago and since then have been published in print and online in 4 different countries a
dozen or so times. PinUp has become a lifestyle not just a hobby for me. I love the
freedom and meaning I have with in. After I started modeling and I lost my 2 aunts to
cancer (within 3 months of each other) I started PinUps Against Cancer. We are a group
of pinups helping not only through donations but time to those affected with cancer. We
have done it all from fundraiser events, to in patient care, to paying for meds, to giving
rides, to watching their kids while they have operations to just sitting with them while
they do chemo.
Twilight has been a big part of my life these past 10 years. I never imagined a book series
being so important to me. I found Twilight through a teen reading event when the book
first came out. I have always been a big reader and a lover of Vampire stories. I read the
first one and that was that. My obsession began. I thought that was the end but then the
lovely Stephenie wrote more and my love grew.
I found NTN on accident just looking for twilight fan groups that I can share my passion
with. NTN as a group means a place to connect with like-minded Twilighters like me, a
place for my addiction. It means sisterhood, where I can spread the love. It's a family that
I can join and help others through charity and awareness.
In simple terms: Addiction, Sisterhood, Passion
My Board position is Director of Charity Contributions & Outreach. My goal as director
is to have successful charity events and bring awareness through our amazing sisterhood
while keeping Twilight in the front. We aren’t your average fandom… We are a family!
❤

